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"Over Here, Over There": The World War I
Correspondence of the Pvt. John Warns Family

RICHARD LOFTHUS

During the tumultuous summer of 1914, the continent of Europe
erupted into one of the most destructive wars of all time. The Gentral
powers of Germany and Austria-Hungary engaged the Allied powers
of Great Britain, France, and Russia in what would become a long, indecisive struggle characterized by trench warfare and stalemate. In
the decade and a half leading up to the war, the United States had experienced a massive influx of twelve million immigrants whosetiesto
the various European countries created a confusing patchwork of divided loyalties, and the official position of the Americans was one of
neutrality.' In the spring of 1917, however, the United States entered
the war on the side of the Allies. The American public was asked to
abandon both its neutrality and any ethnic loyalties to the Central
powers in favor of complete support for the American war effort
against the Germans, who were now portrayed as barbaric "Huns."^
Private John Warns, a farmer from a German-American family near
Wentworth, South Dakota, was among the thousands of Americans
who served the war effort in Europe. From various posts in the United
Earlier versions of this article were presented at the Northern Creat Plains History Conference in Fargo, North Dakota, 4 October 2003, and at the annual meeting of the Germans
from Russia Society, held in Aberdeen, South Dakota, 26 April 2004.
1. David M. Kennedy, Over Here: The first World War and American Society (New York; Oxford University Press. 2004). p. ti.
2. Indiana University history professor Samuel B. Harding developed a study plan for
training troops that was later distributed to nearly eight hundred thousand secondary-school
teachers and students. Highly propagandistic. it depicted the Germans as bestial Huns.
Kennedy, Over Here, p. 56.
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States, France, and Germany, he exchanged dozens of letters with
family members back home. Their correspondence reveals the extent
to which the Warns family was impacted by the transition from neutrality to war and the tensions this transformation created in the
Wentworth community. It also reflects the mix of ingredients that
contributed to Private Warns's survival on the western front: good
luck, the love and support of his immediate and extended family, and
a strong Christian faith, along with some assistance from Tuxedo
smoking tobacco and fine German wines.Î
At the time he went to war in 1918, John Warns was the twentythree-year-old grandson of a German immigrant who worked on the
family farm near Wentworth, delivered mail part-time, and avidly
collected stamps. He was the oldest of seven children born to Peter
and Dora Warns. His siblings included twins Martha and Martin, age
twenty-two; Anne, eighteen; Walter, fifteen; Dorothy, twelve; and
Selma ("Sally"), nine. Three years earlier, John Warns had received a
letter from a stamp-collecting friend identified only as "Gil" of Grand
Forks, North Dakota, who wrote to explain why Warns had not heard
from him for some time. When the war started in 1914, Gil's uncle
Ernst van Mackenstadt, an ofñcer in the German army, had invited his
nephew to join him on the front lines of the western front. "Needless
to say, I went," Gil wrote, going on to reflect upon events: "I went over
there for the experience and also for the excitement. I got enough experience to satisfy me and more than enough excitement. . . . War is
all right in a way but having seen some of it I am inclined to think that
Sherman slandered hell when he compared it with war. 1 am inclined
to think that the devil would blush with shame to do some of the
things that are perpetrated in the name of war. I never, in my worst
imagining, pictured war as bad as it really is."'*
Gil vividly described his participation in battles against the British
on the Yser River in Belgium in October and November 1914 and confidently predicted that the Germans would win the war, thereby end3. The wartime correspondence of tlie Warns family is in the possession of Marvin and
Leona Warns, son and daughter-in-law of John Warns, of Aberdeen, South Dakota,
4. Gil to Dear Friend, 29 Mar 1915. While Gil's last name is not known, the letter was
written from 613 First Street, Grand Forks, North Dakota.
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Private John Warns, shown here against a European backdrop, served in France and Germany from the summer of
1918 through the spring of 1919.

ing British rule of the world. Clearly sympathetic to the German
cause, he recalled, "While in Brussels I had my first view of Kaiser
Wilhelm and no German can look in his eyes and not absorb some of
his enthusiasm, some of his patriotism, and some of his love for, and
faith in Germany." Well aware of the growing tensions between the
United States and Germany, Gil concluded by asking Warns to keep
quiet about his adventures because he was seeking employment with
the postal service in Grand Forks.^ How Warns responded or whether
he shared any of his friend's support for the German cause at this
time is not known.
5. Ibid. Gil's graphic account of the skirmishes along the Yser River includes a handdrawn map. His version matches those found in secondary sources such as S. L. A. Marshail. World War I (New York: Houghton Mifflin, 2001), pp. 132-33. The confrontations described took place just prior to the First Battle of Ypres in 1914.
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As the war dragged on, support for the Allied cause grew steadily in
the United States. A major factor in the collapse of American neutrality was a torpedo attack by a German submarine on the British ocean
liner Lusitania in May 1915. Of the more than one thousand persons
who perished in the incident, one hundred and twenty-eight were
Americans.^ In negotiations after the tragedy, Germany promised to
restrict its submarine warfare. By early 1917, however, American ships
had become the targets of German submarine attacks. In April, President Woodrow Wilson made an emotional appeal to the American
people, exhorting them to seize the opportunity to end the war and
"make the world safe for democracy."^Gongress declared war on Germany on 6 April 1917.
In John Warns's hometown, the switch from neutrality to war was
clearly supported by the local weekly newspaper, the Wentworth Enterprise, whose editor did all he could to contribute to the avalanche of
patriotism that followed America's entry into the conflict. One week
after President Wilson's speech requesting a war declaration appeared
in its pages, the Wentworth Enterprise published a letter from a "Patriotic German-American." The writer, Jacob Gratts, provided a testimonial as to why he left Germany for America. "When I landed in this
country," he wrote, "I secured work at once and received more money
for one month's work than I got in Germany for one year's work. I
sent for my folks and I am proud that they are all true American citizens and will answer the president's call to arms against Germany
or any other country when needed." Referring to the pro-German sentiment of some immigrants, he continued, "1 don't see how my countrymen can go back on Uncle Sam. They came here without a cent
and made money here; now they want to fight the country that feeds
them. The kaiser never did anything for them or for me. . . . I hope
to see the day when he is kicked out of Germany and a president
put in his place." Foreign-language newspapers should be banned,
Gratts concluded, and English should be the only language allowed in
schools. 8
6. lohn Keegan, The first Worid War (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1998). p. 265.
7. Quoted in Wentworth Enterprise. 5 Apr. 1917.
8. Ibid., 12 Apr. 1917. This letter first appeared in the Sioux City Joumal, 5 Apr. 1917.
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Although this poster was designed to raise support
for the war in Europe, its message carried negative
connotations for German Americans, as well.

Gratts's demand actually anticipated what would become statewide
policy in Soutli Dakota just over a year later. In May 1918, the South
Dakota Legislature met in special session to pass a law prohibiting instruction in any foreign language in the public schools.9 Earlier in the
year, it had also given legal sanction to the State Gouncil of Defense,
whose mission, according to historian Herbert S. Schell, was "to assist in every way possible in the prosecution of the war, taking all necessary steps for the full utilization of the military, industrial, and civil
9. Herbert S. Schell, History of South Dakota, 4th ed., rev. John E. Miller (Pierre: South
Dakota State Historical Society Press, 2004), p. 271.
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resources of the state. "'^ The State Gouncil had been formed at the request of the Wilson Administration, whose National Council of Defense was created to rally support for the war and eradicate pro-German sentiment. The South Dakota council took the legislature's
action one step further, ordering "all instruction in the German language to cease, except in classes of religious instruction already organized," and banning the use of German in public and over the telephone, except in cases of "extreme emergency.""
The new and oppressive situation in which Americans of German
ancestry found themselves contrasted dramatically with their status
prior to 1914 when, in the view of historian David M. Kennedy, they
were "probably the most esteemed immigrant group in America, regarded as easily assimilable, upright citizens."'^ The dilemma these
individuals faced is apparent in a letter John Warns received from Ida
Rottlufs, a friend who taught school in Oldham, South Dakota. "Have
joined the Red Gross," she wrote in the fall of 1917. "It seems to me every body should give to that or buy a Liberty Bond for the more money
we give now the less it is going to cost us in men, and surely none of
us love our money more than we do our men. . . . You see I was very
much of a Pro-German until war was declared. Since then I've done a
lot of thinking and I see that while Germany has been fighting for a
material reason, we are fighting for a principle." Rottlufs concluded,
"But enough of this. We don't agree anyway, so where's the use of talking? . . . Do you know yet when you will go to training camp?"'î
Warns had been selected for military service and ordered to report
for duty to Madison, South Dakota, on 26 April 1918. Before he could
enter the military, however, his own patriotism was called into question. In January 1918, a controversy over the loyalty of several Wentworth-area citizens who belonged to the left-leaning political organization known as the Nonpartisan League (NPL) unfolded in the pages
10. Ibid., p. 270.
11. Ibid.. p. 273. David Kennedy refers to this and similar measures passed in Iowa as the
product of a "blameless fury that knew few restraints" [Over Here. p. 68).
12. Kennedy, Over Here, p. 68.
13. Rottlufs to John Warns. 25 Oct. 1917. Ida Rottlufs and John Warns were married ten
years later, on 10 July 1927.
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of the Wentworth Enterprise. Composed mainly of farmers, the NPL
originated in North Dakota as an alternative to the two major political
parties, which, proponents charged, failed to represent their concerns.
The organization called for state-owned mills, elevators, and banks
that would treat farmers more equitably than had monopolistic private enterprise. Records show that Warns joined the Nonpartisan
League of South Dakota on 25 January I9i8.'4
Governor Peter Norbeck, who was up for reelection in 1918, observed that the NPL was attracting the attention of many South Dakota farmers and designed a strategy to undermine its appeal. Norbeck contrasted the achievements of his administration with the
failures of the NPL in North Dakota and expressed support for constitutional amendments that would allow some additional state enterprises, such as a cement plant and coal mine. Finally, in an appeal to
voters' patriotism, he denounced league leaders as disloyal radical socialists.'5
On I February, a group of farmers attempted to assemble in Wentworth to hear an NPL speaker, but local authorities compelled them to
leave town. The following week, the Wentworth Enterprise reported
that the men had adjourned "to the barn of a neighboring farmer" to
hold their meeting. It also printed a resolution from area residents
who had joined or were interested in the NPL. Among the nineteen
signatories to the document, which condemned the "unwarranted action" on the part of authorities who had been "sworn to uphold the
constitution," were John Warns and his father, Peter. In their resolution, the NPL supporters refuted charges of disloyalty, proclaiming,
"Whereas, the loyalty of the assembled farmers has been questioned,
therefore, be it Resolved, that inspired by the patriotic and loyal devotion to the principles of Democracy, true to the ideals of our fathers of
upholding and defending human rights and human liberties, and single in our purpose to make the world safe for democracy, political and
14. Gilbert C. Fite. Peter Norbeck: Prairie Statesman (Pierre: South Dakota State Historical
Society Press. 2005), p, 62. John Wams's certificate of membership in the South Dakota
NPL is in the possession of his son, Marvin Warns. Following the war, John Warns joined
the national Nonpartisan League on 15 July 1919.
15. Fite. Peter Norbeck. p. 62,
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industrial, we do hereby reaffirm our unalterable loyalty and allegiance to our fellow citizens and government in this world's struggle
and in their time of need, and do hereby pledge our lives, our fortunes
and our sacred honor to our country and our flag in this our war."'^
The newspaper editor dismissed the statement as "drawn up by a
bunch of paid politicians and signed by a number oflocal farmers....
who must resort to empty words in an attempt to prove their loyalty,
instead of proving it by their deeds and actions." Noting that two of
16. Wmtworth Enterprise. 7 Feb. 1918.

John Warns's brother Walter is pictured here on the family
farm near Wentvt/orth. Nonpartisan League organizers appealed to area farmers such as the men of the Warns family for support in the 1918 election.
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the signers had reftised to join the Red Gross, he asked, "Does the dollar they were asked to contribute to the Red Gross mean more to them
than their 'lives,' their 'fortunes,' and their 'sacred honor?"' Finally,
the editor used the opportunity to question the patriotism of German
Americans: "There are of course a few signers to this resolution who
speak the English language only, but the majority of the signers use
the German tongue exclusively in their homes, in their religious services, and insist on being educated in German, and speak a broken
English despite a lifetime residence in America. This is the only class
of people in the United States today who are yelling for 'free speech
and free assemblage.' That they can do without, until the close of the
war at least, the enjoyment of a few 'ideals' which their 'fathers' so
nobly 'upheld' and 'defended,' is the opinion of this paper."'?
The same issue of the Wentworth Enterprise reported that the NPL
had not been allowed to meet in Madison by order of the mayor.
When Governor Norbeck learned of the situation, he informed the
county sheriff that no political organization should be prevented from
holding meetings "except such as are held for the purpose of embarrassing the government in the prosecution of the war."'^ Even so.
writes Norbeck's biographer Gilbert G. Fite, "many League organizers
were roughly handled, while others were barred from speaking in certain localities." When Arthur G. Townley, NPL founder and national
president, and Mark P. Bates, Norbeck's opponent for governor, attempted to speak in Britton, "they were escorted out of town and as far
as the state line under threat of physical violence."'9 in the end, Norbeck's strategy to diminish NPL influence and his willingness to fan
the flames of hypernationalism contributed to his defeat of Bates by a
two-to-one margin on 5 November 1918.^°
If anyone still had doubts about John Warns's loyalty to the United
States, his compliance with the draft in the spring of 1918 should have
settled the issue. Private Warns arrived at Gamp Funston, Kansas, one
of sixteen conscription camps located throughout the United States,
17.
18.
19.
20.

Ibid.
Quoted in Fite, Peter Norbeck. p. 65.
Ibid.. pp. 65-66.
South Dakota, Legísioíive Manual (1919), p. 412; Fite, Peter Norbeck, pp. 67-68.
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in May.2* Gamp Funston had opened under the command of General
Leonard Wood the previous summer and was home to the Eightyninth Division of the United States Army, often referred to as "Wood's
Division."^^ Warns's first impression of his new locale was not favorable. "The more I see of this damn country," he wrote home on i May,
"the more I think of S.D. as paradise. Nothing [here] but rocks, hills
and sand. One of our men picked up a grasshopper and upon post
mortem examination found it had died of starvation. "^^ Two days later,
he reported, "I got two shots in the arm and feel like a whipped dog
with a can on my tail. . . . Damn those injections—that's another personal thing I've got against the Kaiser now." Warns also noted that he
had received his uniform, telling his parents, "Say, you wouldn't know
me. . . . I got a good fit all around, my drawers are 36, I wear 42, my
shirt 44,1 wear 42, my pants are a little better but my blouse is a 40, 4
sizes to small as are my shoes. Oh it's great," he concluded.•^^
Warns was now a member of the Machine Gun Gompany of the
355th Infantry. "Boys coming in and going all the time," he wrote his
mother. "Guess we will learn as fast as possible and we sure are willing." In fact, the 355th Infantry received less than thirty days of training before leaving Gamp Funston for New York to embark for Europe.
With the bravado of a new recruit. Warns observed, "The Machine
Gun Company is, according to Lieutenant McBride, the snappiest
damn company in the whole damn army. We're proud of it."^5 On 28
May 1918, Warns described his arrival in New York City: "When we
got into N.Y. we were marched to the Ferry Station and crossed the
Hudson Bay. It's about five miles across. We went under the Brooklyn
Bridge—the largest bridge in the U.S. I guess. My first taste of salt water agreed with me about as much as castor oil does. But oh the thrill
of seeing the Statue of Liberty. I can't describe how I felt, but looking
21. Approximately thirty-five thousand South Dakotans served in World War I, according
to Joseph Müls Hanson. South Dakota in the World War, 1917-1919 (Pierre: South Dakota
State Historical Society, 1940), p. iv.
22. Laurence Stallings, The Doughboys: The Story of the AEF, ic)ij-ig-i8 (New York: Harper
& Row, 1963), p. 348.
23. Warns to Dear Mother and All, i May 1918.
24. Warns to Dear Folks and All. 3 May 1918.
25. Warns to Dear Mother, 27 May 1918.
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John Warns donned his helmet and sidearm to pose for this
photograph after arriving in Europe.

Up to this great imposing statue just makes one feel safe—that's about
as near as I can come to it."^**
The entire Eighty-ninth Division was gathering at Camp Mills on
Long Island, New York, as part of a force of 278,644 United States
troops scheduled to leave for France in June.^7 "Somehow going over
don't worry me in the least as far as myself is concerned," Warns
wrote to his family on the last day of May. "I feel just as though I were
26. Warns to Dear Folks and All, 28 May igi8.
27. Hanson. South Dakota in the World War, pp. 351-52.
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leaving for a little trip tomorrow. And I haven't worried about myself
since I left home. I feel safe and at home wherever I rest my sometimes-darn-dreary-head." On a somewhat anxious note, he continued,
"I can't help thinking sometimes that the 30 days gone bye are altogether to short for training even though we have learned—actually
learned—more then former recruits learned in three months, and we
will have a good deal of training 'over there.'"^**
Sections of the Eighty-ninth Division left for England on 4 June
1918. Enroute, Warns was in high spirits, telling his mother, "Am sure
enjoying myself and feeling prouder every day of the Machine Gun Go.
I tell you folks when we get started the Kaiser is going to move by force.
We sure have some hard boiled guys in this Go. I'm afraid I'll be somewhat hard boiled myself before I get back. We have a bunch of sergeants that every man in the company would stick to until the last."^9
On the home front, pressure to support the war effort intensified as
American troops sailed for Europe. Three incidents in the Wentworth
area during the spring of 1918 indicate the extent to which anti-German sentiment had grown frenzied. The first involved George
Ohlinger of rural Madison, who had refiised to contribute to the Red
Cross, sign up for a Liberty Loan, or support any other patriotic
causes. The Wentworth Enterprise reported in a front-page story that a
crowd had gathered at Ohlinger's farm and "applied an irregular decoration of yellow paint to his buildings" on the night of 20 April. After
several carloads of people made the fourteen-mile trip to view this defacement of Ohlinger's property, he relented and "signed up for Liberty Bonds to an amount satisfactory to the committee."i°
The second incident took place in May, when the south front and
west windows of the German Lutheran parochial school in Wentworth
were painted yellow. "Many are of the opinion that it was done by outof town parties," claimed the Wentworth Enterprise. Even the staunchly
patriotic newspaper suggested that things may have gone too far, noting, "It is the general opinion among our citizens that a wrong has
28. Warns to Dear Mother. Dad and All, 31 May 1918.
29. Warns to Dear Mother, n.d. In this letter. Warns mentions that he is not the least bit
seasick, indicating that it was written enroute to Europe in early June 1918.
30. WentwoHh Enterprise, 25 Apr. 1918.
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been done. Members of the congregation have lately proved themselves quite loyal in all war activities, having purchased heavily of Liberty Bonds, donated liberally to the Red Cross, and as a whole were
not deserving of such treatment." The article did mention, however,
that German was still being taught in the school, a practice that "is to
be discontinued at the close of this term, we are informed,"3' John
Warns, preparing at the time to go to war for the United States in the
trenches of the western front, had attended this school.
The third incident took place in late June 1918, when a mob caught
and horse-whipped rural mail carrier Carl Meyer. According to the
Wentworth Enterprise, the cause appeared to be "the attitude shown by
Mr. Meyer towards our several war activities, and his failure to report
at the meeting on War Savings Day." The chairman of the event had
informed Meyer that if he did not plan to buy stamps at that time, he
would have to indicate how many he had already purchased. Meyer reportedly replied that he "did not think it was necessary for him to tell
the whole United States how many stamps he had." He did sign a
pledge card, however, an action of which the mob may not have been
aware. The newspaper expressed regret over the incident but suggested "it must remain as an example to those who might wrongly believe that they can take an indifferent and sometimes opposing stand
toward the activities of our government in the prosecution of the war
in which we are engaged."^^ Clearly, there was no room for dissent in
Wentworth, South Dakota.
As the last of these three events shook his home community. Private Warns was setting foot in Europe. His first letter from the continent is characterized by a shift in tone and hints at the extent to which
correspondence from home will sustain him in the coming months.
Writing to his mother Dora, he remarks that he has reread her letter
"fifty times or more though I know it by heart." He has also "had time
to think of many things I've never thought of before, and I miss you
so often, but then I see old gray headed mothers here who have lost
everything. I feel as though I own the world." Warns concludes by de31. Ibid., 2 May 1918.
32. Ibid., 4 July 1918.
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scribing a dream he had on his fourth day at sea: "You were telling me
something that cheered me up—but I can't think of what it was. I only
know 1 woke up all cheered up, only to find it was a dream. I can feel
you thinking and praying for me now and it helps mother dear. . . .
Write me often mamma and write yourself and tell Dad to write also."''
Warns did hear from home soon in a letter from his eighteen-yearold sister Anne, who had purchased her own horse and buggy and
taken over his mail route in his absence. Writing on 25 June, Anne,
also known as "Tommy," described the movie Over the Top,34 which
she had just seen with friends in Madison. "1 wouldn't take a million
for the two hours spent there," she enthused about the silent war film.
"I thought the Birth of a Nation was good but this was great." She continued:
There hasn't any thing affected me as that play did for ages. Hope you'll
have the honor of going "Over the Top" as "Garry" did. Saw a machine
gun in motion. Some little cracker jack ain't it. I'm wishing all the time
now that I were a boy. Bet your book I'd be with the colors. By July I'm
going to try and get a chance to get in this last Red Gross nurse call but
don't ask questions in your letters, as this is a secret between you and
me. You know what I mean don't you? . . .
Gee I can't keep my thoughts from the play. Wish I could give you a
whole account of it. Those darn German officers. Would like to have
had the chance to kill some of them. Agnes says she was so angry that
she'd have shot at the screen had she had a revolver. A play like that one
is worth seeing. Want the folks to go tonight but don't know whether
they will or n o t . . . .
I remain.
Lovingly
Sister Tommy
P.S. When you get ready to shoot grapefruit [shot] at the Huns with the
M. G. give them an extra dose for me.«
33. Warns to Dear Mother, n.d.
34. Over the Top was a silent movie, made in 1918 and directed by Wilfrid North. The expression "over the top" referred to the act of charging out of a trench to engage the enemy in
combat. "Over the Top (1918)," http://www.imdb.com/title/#ooo947o/, accessed lo Jan.
2006.

35. Anne Warns to Dearest Brother. 25 June 1918.
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On the home front, such propaganda played a major role in galvanizing popular support for the United States entry into the war and
for maintaining morale and unity during the war years. Movies like
Over the Top, as well as The Prussian Cur and The Kaiser, the Beast of

Berlin, were promoted on the national level by the Committee on Public Information, the government's official propaganda agency formed
shortly after the United States declared war. Beginning in 1917, the
Wentworth Enterprise featured an anti-German cartoon on the front
page of every issue and published the names of all contributors to the
Liberty Loan drive.î^
By 21 July 1918, the Eighty-ninth Division had spent nearly three
weeks training near the front lines in France as the American Expeditionary Force gathered its troops in preparation for the Saint Mihiel
Offensive in September. The action would involve more than one
36. Kennedy, Over Here. p. 62; Wentworth Enterprise, i, 15 Nov. 1917. The photodrama The
Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin was shown at the Wentworth Opera House on TJ October 1918. Admission was twenty-five cents for children and fifty cents for adults. Wentworth Enterprise, 10
Oct. 1918.

Anne Warns, left, is pictured here with the horse and buggy she used to work her
brother's mail route while he was away at war.
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hundred thousand French and nearly five hundred thousand American soldiers.Í7 "I presume you have heard of the big drive going on
and the great success we are having," Warns wrote to his mother of
the troop buildup. "Telegraph messages coming in yesterday, according to the Lieutenant, tell of just uncomprehendable numbers of prisoners. Haven't seen the evening paper yet. Last night the big guns
could plainly be heard."'^ In anticipation of the Saint Mihiel Offen37. Kennedy, Over Here, p. 193. For a more detailed account of the Saint Mihiei Offensive,
see Richard Lofthus. "Remembering Private Harris: A South Dakotan in World War II,"
South Dakota History 32 (Spring 2002): 28-48.
38. Warns to Dear Mother and All, 21 July 1918.

Seated on the steps of the famtiy's farm home, Warns's
mother Dora reads one of the many letters he sent home
from the western front.
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sive. General John [. Pershing was assembling forces that would outnumber the Germans four to one, and the Eighty-ninth Division was
holding the line on the south side of the Saint Mihiel salient, a twohundred-square-mile area southeast of Verdun. This duty proved to be
the most dangerous of the war for the division, which saw 728 men
wounded, more than during the offensive itself, and had 86 officers
and men killed.*9
Private Warns described the situation firom his post near a French
village called Aneauville on 10 August 1918: "Of course there's no
dodging around it—you know it anyhow—sometimes it isn't so pleasant, especially when one sits up for hours at a time with a gas mask on
in a night so dark ink would show up white. One realizes a little of the
danger and when the guns vibrate the ground one just does get a wee
bit nervous and excited—Mother dear—one sure thinks of a lot of
things in a blessed little time during occasions of this kind, and were
it not for knowing that the Lord knows where you are and is taking
care of you, one would feel like a fiy on tanglefoot4°-lost." Warns also
mentioned that while marching he had dropped a packet containing
pictures and letters from home and had not been able to stop and pick
it up. "I had my name in them," he told his mother. "Perhaps someone will pick them up and return them. I sure felt blue about it, now I
haven't a picture or a letter or anything. "4'
Warns's next letter reveals details about the intensity of front-line
combat, his duties on the line, and the fact that he had been hospitalized for part of August because of exposure to poison gas.42
39. Hanson, South Dakota in the World War. p. 367.
40. "Tanglefoot" was the trade name for a sticky substance made of rosin and castor oil
and used to catch flies. It was also a siang term for whiskey.
41. Warns to Dear Mother. 10 Aug. 1918. Wams's loss of this packet explains why many of
the letters sent to him have not survived.
42. Warns was one of 556 men of the Eighty-ninth who were exposed to poison gas on the
night of 7-8 August 1918. Of these, forty-two officers and men died, Hanson, South Dakota
in the World War. pp. 361-63. Three types of gas were used in World War I: chlorine, which
could destroy bronchia! tubes and lungs: phosgene, an odorless, colorless gas that suffocated its victtms; and mustard gas, which smelled like onions or garlic and caused
headaches and pneumonia. In severe cases of mustard-gas exposure, tnen "might cough up
a cast of their mucous membranes, lose their genitals or be burnt right through to the bone'
(Denis Winter, Death's Men: Soldiers of the Great War [London: Allen Lane, 1978], pp. 121-25).
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Sunday Mom
Aug 18,1918
Dear Folks:
. . . .Last night it was quiet the moonlight was so bright one could have
read papers. I was laying adreaming for a long while when all at once
hell popped loose—but just for a few moments. Fritz^s was considerate
for he done it early. Usually he routs us out when we are nicely asleep.
We have had several gas alarms but no gas. Talk about sport—wearing
the mask isn't in it. One night at the gun Fritz sent over some shrapnel
and one exploded so close stray pieces fell within 5 yards of us, I recon
I know how to hug anyhow I never hugged anything closer in my life as
I did the ground and I'll vow it would have taken a ton of dynamite to
move me for the following few minutes.—I wasn't scared—nosiree not
a bit—just felt chilly all over For real excitement however there's nothing I've seen that beats a airplane battle. I've seen a number of them
and I can't describe the thrilling sensation of watching them dive, flop
and spin around sometimes so high one can hardly see them, so far
have seen two Hun machines brought down the way they tumble down
and hit the ground is a sight one never forgets. Must mention another
unusual incident—the place we are at now was evacuated by the company Pierre Weisse is in.44 He told me all about this county and I found
it just as he described it. Reckon he is back with his outfit for he left the
hospital two day before I did. If he is, he is up where the big fight is.
Did I tell about seeing General Pershing the day I left the casual camp?
He sure is some man. No wonder everyone likes him—one couldn't
help respecting and liking him. He passed about six feet from me and
was smiling all the time.
Tell Anne her letter cheered me up wonderfully—and I'll sure
send over a few shots for her if I ever get on the gun. My work is filling
the belts—it's just as important but more tiresome and not half interesting enough. We all carry a colt 7 shot automatic on our belt for protection in fact when I'm all rigged up I look like a Christmas tree. I
4}. "Fritz" was a slang term used to refer to the Germans.
44. Pierre Weiss was the son of C. H. Weiss, a pioneer merchant in Wentworth. The encounter between Warns and Weiss in the French hospital was detailed in the 15 Aug. 19:8 issue of the Wentworth Enterprise. Weiss reported that he had suffered a shrapnel wound in his
foot and that Warns was hospitalized with the mumps, although he had aiso been exposed to
poisonous gas.
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carry a Sola scabbard canteen and cup and cover, first aid packet, two
cartridge pouches, automatic and holster gloves all on my belt without
the pack and helmet. I've discarded all my personal stuff except the toilet pouch. Gave my extra blanket to the Red Gross and threw my other
stuff in the woods. Signed up for pay some days ago and will send most
of it home for dad to do with as he seesfit.—Havestill some of the draft
dad sent me. Well I guess I'll have to ring up. Will be where its more
interesting before you get this letter but it's a quiet sector so don't
worry and write often, especially do I miss mother's letters she writes
so little and dad hasn't written since I left the hospital.
As ever John.
By late August, Private Warns had been at the front for several
weeks, and in an eight-page letter penned on the twenty-second, he
told his family more about life in the trenches. "Fritz sends over greetings regular and especially at meal time," Warns wrote at 12:30 a.m.
"Seems funny to hear em explode—sometimes really to close for comfort." Rats were frequent and unwanted guests in the trenches, and
Warns observed that "[Uncle] Harry sure can get all the rat hides he
wants here—there not muskrats, but they are damn near as big and as
thick as nies. I wouldn't walk around in the dugout without shoes on
for love or money." In a recent letter, sister Anne had requested more
details about the war, but Warns responded, "Gan't be done Tommy,
for the really interesting things I've seen are just the things the damn
Huns want to know about and I'm not going to give em a chance to
learn anything. I'll tell you all about it when I get back." The private
had also found some time to tour the area and remarked, "Yes I've
seen quite a few palaces. Read up on Joan of Arc—I've seen the place
she was born and Queen Louise—seen her palace and a palace where
an old king, forgot what his John Henry was, got his head cut off.
They buried his head in the church in the same place." Warns closes
this letter by writing, "I'll just crawl in for a good nights sleep—I
share my bed with rats and I hear them already in the bed. "45
Private Warns managed to deal with his distressing circumstances
through support from home and a reliance on his Ghristian faith. In a
45. Wams to Dear Mother and All, 22 Aug. 1918.
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John Warns often wrote about his faith and asked for his
family's prayers. His World War l-era Bible carries his military address and the inscription "From Dad and Mother."

letter dated 29 August 1918, Warns wrote, "Pray often for me mother
—I know your prayers have helped me all along and 1 need them in
the future, but don't quit at praying, quit worrying also."^^ The twin
themes of religious piety and intense patriotism were common in letters the private received from his uncle Jake Warns, a Wentworth resident who owned land and worked as a demolition contractor. On 11
September 1918, Jake Warns wrote, "From all the newspaper reports
we see the boys are making good and pushing the Germans back to
46. Warns to Dear Mother and Ail, 29 Aug. 1918.
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beat the band. Don't it make you feel good to be one of them that
accomphshed this, and is it not a glorious feeling to know that you
have been a part in this great army that is making the world sit up and
take notice. And isn't it a source of satisfaction to know that you have
done your duty? I should say yes." Jake Warns went on to remind his
nephew of his Lutheran upbringing: "You don't get a chance now at all
to go to a church of our faith. But be sure and read your bible regularly, you will find something interesting every time, and what's more
you will find comfort and peace. Here's where you have an advantage
over many others, who know nothing about God and his love for poor
sinners, know not how to live right and die happy in the faith of
Christ. "47
In October 1918, Private Warns received a lengthy letter from his
pastor, who told Warns that his home congregation had dedicated a
"service flag" with thirteen stars, one for each man from the church
who was serving in the military. Pastor F. Oberheu also offered his
theological perspective on war:
When the country calls the Christian to the colors, he does respond,
not for the sake of adventure or to wreck personal vengeance upon the
enemy, (for Cod says: Dearly beloved, avenge not yourself, but rather
give place unto wrath, for it is written: Vengeance is mine, I will repay,
said the Lord). But a Christian follows the flag in obedience of God,
who sends the soldiers into the field by the ordained and constituted
governmental powers for the punishment of the evil doers. Though he
shoots and wounds and kills he is by no means a murderer, but a part
of the government itself, which beareth not the sword in vain, but is a
minister of God. So we see that a Christian can be a soldier with a clear
and good conscience before
Private Warns and the 355th Infantry took part in the Saint Mihiel
offensive that began on 12 September 1918 and successfully drove
German forces from an area they had held for four years. The Eighty47. Jake Warns to Dear John, ii Sept. 1918.
48. Pastor F. Oberheu to My Dear John Warns, 16 Oct. 1918. In an interview on 10
September 2003, Marvin Warns related, "When I went to Korea, just before I left. Dad took
me over to his trunk and he pulled out that letter and he said just read through this Marvin,
this is what I think it is all about."
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ninth Division captured 2,207 regular German troops and took eighty
officers prisoner, while suffering losses of 214 men killed.^y Fourteen
days later. Warns reported almost giddily on the experience:
September 26,1918
En route for Berlin
Dearest folks:—Well we've been "over the top" and I'm writing this letter on a table on which probably a German "officer" ate his bread and
drank this Rhine wine. When they left they left quite a little wine behind and I'm telling the world I forgot all about being a prohibition
booster until I was reminded of it by the wine giving out. Also enjoyed
a few "officer" cigars—they were real good in comparison to the cabbage they have for the "soldat" I wish I could describe the drive—the
barrage, etc., but I reckon it would be hard to tell if 1 could. Sorry to say
the only Germans I saw running were hardly in sight through a field
glass—but folks—I sure don't blame em for running. Talk about
noise—well words can't describe it and as I wrote before—Got away
without a scratch and am in the pink of condition in spite of wet
weather and a few sleepless nights. I got a can of Tuxedo from the Red
Cross just as it was beginning to get on my nerves so I loaded my pipe
and steamed it off. Say dad you'll never be able to tell me there's nothing but a habit to smoking.^" Next to a fervent prayer I reckon there's
nothing that will put one more at ease. Uncle Paul's advice to go low on
the smoking habit won't have a chance for trial here. Ha h a . . . .
I see by the clippings that politics are playing a big part in our
state—I get an Argus Leader once in a while and [ from] them and the
clippings 1 can see that it will be some fight. However 1 hear little of
Gov Norbeck—don't he ever say anything.^
Private John J Warns M. G. Co. 355 Inf
A.E.F via New York

Warns was still in high spirits a week later, when he observed, "The
daily papers sure look good now. A rumor just told us that Bulgaria
came to her senses and quit. Just so the Kaiser don't quit before we've
49. Hanson, South Dakota in the World War. pp. 390-91.
50. In The Doughboys: America and the First World War (Woodstock, N.Y.: Overlook Press,
2000), p. 265. Gary Mead points out that soldiers sometimes turned to smoking to cover the
smell of rotting corpses.
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pounded the devil out of him."5i Later in the month. Warns wrote to
his sister Dorothy ("Dimples"), "We all must suffer and sacrifice for
the sake of liberty and our country and I feel confident that it won't
take much more to knock Kaiserism to the devil. All we can do is pray
andfight."52The private expressed optimism that he would be home
for Christmas dinner, telling his family, "everything seems to indicate
that the Huns are whipped and peace seems only a matter of weeks."
In the event, however, that he did not make it home in time for the
holiday, he sent along a detailed Ust of what he hoped would be included in his Christmas box.^3
Warns also expressed interest in South Dakota's gubernatorial election, slated for 5 November. "I've got the ballot but am still carrying it
with me," he wrote. "Am afraid I won't be able to vote—have seen
nothing permitting it. Sure would like to do my bit and help Bates in.
He is the right man for Governor and every patriotic man will vote for
him," Warns concluded, recalling his experience as an NPL member
earlier in the year. Returning his thoughts to the situation at hand, he
told of a dream in which he had a "brand new fur cap with a collar on
it. It was the warmest thing I ever had on. I woke up to find three mice
nestled up against my neck and cheek. It was raining outside so I
guess a pup tent looked as good to them as it does to me. I never seen
a place where there were more field mice than are here. They are in
your clothing as soon as you lay it on the ground, and they are about
three times as big as the mice back home. They are pretty looking and
quite tame. One can catch them by just reaching for them."54
The Saint Mihiel offensive had set the stage for the second major
action involving American troops in the fall of 1918, the Meuse-Argonne offensive, which began on 26 September.55 The Eighty-ninth
Division had moved north from the Saint Mihiel salient to join this
push on 7 October. By early November, the division was part of a force
of 820,000 American troops poised to break through the German
51. Warns to Dear Mother and All, 3 Oct. 1918.
52. Warns to Dear Dimples. 23 Oct. 1918.
53. Warns to Dearest Mother and All, 17 Oct. 1918.
54. Ibid.
55. Marshall, World War ¡. p. 431.
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lines in what would be the last major action of the war. On the eve of
the famous armistice of 11 November, Jake Warns wrote his nephew
from Wentworth: "Report has it that the war is about over, last evening's news was the Kaiser had abdicated. Hope it is true and that
the world will again enjoy the longed for peace. What a rejoicing it will
be throughout the civilized world."^^' When official news of the 11 November armistice reached South Dakota, Wentworth residents indulged in one final patriotic outburst as an efBgy of the kaiser was
"hung by the neck in the main street of Wentworth until pronounced
dead and the remains then cremated."57
Private Warns was understandably jubilant in his first letter home
following the end of the fighting:
November 15,1918
Dearest Mother: "It's over—really over" and though I can't understand
it 1 escaped—thanks to the Lord—without getting hurt. We've licked
em and we—so far as we know—will soon be on our way home. Anyhow I still figure on Christmas Dinner. Oh I just feel dazed yet. I've
tried to write to you every day and although I constantly think of you
and home 1 just couldn't settle down and think dear enough to write.
Everything seems so quiet in spite of truck motors and the other
noises. I never heard the last shot—was sound asleep—guess I ain't
woke up yet. Am inclosing a clipping—we took measurements for new
clothes yesterday. This is some jumbled up letter but I can't think and
write. The Lord kept me safe and sound and he will sure by prayers all
well unfil we meet-—^Christmas.
John
A few days later, having gathered himself. Warns sat down to write
a slightly more detailed description of his experiences as the war drew
to a close:
•
Dearest Mother: Just a note to let you know I'm hale and hearty, but
still somewhat dazed from this quick turn of events. The two weeks
just previous to the armistice were rather tough—can therefore appreciate the present state of affairs so much more. You can't imagine dear
56. Jake Warns to Dear |ohn, io Nov. 1918.
57. Wentworth Enterprise, 14 Nov. 1918.
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mother how different things are now from what they have been. And
never will I be able to thank the Lord for protecting and bringing me
through to see these days, as I should. I only pray that we may soon be
together again. I won't attempt to describe how things were—only that
we crossed the famous Meuse the morning of the armistice and
though that Meuse may be a famous river. Battle Creek has it skinned
all hallow for looks. The towns just this side and on the other side are
well preserved and were still occupied by civilians who were mighty
glad to see us. We have been issued some new equipment and are
drilling so as to get back to shape—Rumors as to when this division returns are numerous and of all description—however we are one of the
crack divisions and 85% farmers, which makes it look as though we
will be among the first. I enclose a clipping from S&S I've seen the
place from a point about four kilo away and understand (and hope) we
are going there—have seen a number of historic towns lately. We have
a Y and can purchase tobacco, cigars, cigarettes, candy, ect. Well so
long, more later.
John
Love to Uncle Henry and
By late November, Private Warns knew that his hopes for returning
to South Dakota in time for Christmas would not be realized because
the Eighty-ninth Division was to serve as an occupying force in Germany. On 26 November 1918, a subdued Warns wrote from Sapogne,
France, of the devastated countryside filled with "shot up horses and
artillery plowed fields." Although the French had erected a huge arch
of evergreens and Allied flags, and bands played around the clock.
Warns was not caught up in the spirit of celebration. "I feel sorry for
them—poor old grandmothers—hardly able to walk with heavy packs
on their backs," he wrote. "Old men bent over with age and rheumatism, crippled men and young and pretty, but tired looking girls. Little
children with hardly clothing enough to cover their legs—hungry
looking bunch. The Germans must and will pay for all of this and we
stay here until they do." Referring to the fact that Americans on the
home front had been told about German atrocities against civilians.
58. This letter is undated, but the contents indicate that it was written shortly after ii
November 1918. "S&S" refers to the army's newspaper. Stars and Stripes.
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Warns observed, "Of atrocities such as cutting off children's legs,
arms, etc. and committing other horrors that we heard about back
home I have not seen—but the natural horrors that follow war are
horrors as you wouldn't believe without seeing."59 He concluded this
letter with thoughts of returning home, remarking, "There's just two
things I want. Mother's cooking and farm work. Say dad you couldn't
get me off that there farm with a crowbar—damn this canned stuff
and working for a fellow wearing a stiff collar."''^
During December 1918, Private Warns and the Eighty-ninth Division moved into Belgium and on to Germany. Warns's ability to speak
German landed him a job as an interpreter, and he often entered German homes to arrange for the billeting of American troops. Writing
from Saarburg on 23 December, Warns made it clear that while he
missed being home for Ghristmas, he could not complain about his
situation: "In fact I wish you all could celebrate here with me. The
folks we are staying with are well-to-do wine growers—they make
from 8-11 fuder of wine each year and a fuder is worth from 800-1200
mark. One sure way of insulting a Saarburger is to be caught drinking
water." He continued by pointing out that the "host" family had won
awards in Chicago and Saint Louis for their wines and, after drinking
a glass of "'82/' made this observation: "Dear folks, if wine like that
could be had at home instead of rotten whiskies there never would be
any prohibition talk. One enjoys wines here for they do not make one
dizzy or give you a headache the morning after."^' In another letter he
reported, "We have wine with our meals—wine in-between—and its
old wine, rich and mellow—never had anything like it at home."^'^ Sister Anne later fired back, "Say I'd rather you'd talk a little less about
that darn wine, don't you know that we can't get any here and besides
Mamma worries because she's afraid you drink too much."'^^ She also
59. The Wilson Administration's Committee on Public Information hired some seventyfive thousand prominent citizens throughout the country-, dubbing them "Four-Minute
Men," to give short, stirring speeches in support of the war effort. In 1918, tlie Four-Minute
Men "were specifically encouraged to use atrocity stories." Kennedy, Over Here, pp. 61-62.
60. Warns to Dear Dad, 26 Nov. 1918.
61. Warns to Dear Folks, 23 Dec. 1918,
62. Warns to Dear Mother and All, 20 Dec. igi8.
63. Anne Warns to Dear Brother, 4 Apr. 1919.
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Having survived the horrors of the battlefield. Warns enjoyed his postwar station in
the picturesque village of Saarburg, shown here.

gave her brother a hard time about the thi-ty pounds he admitted to
gaining during the occupation: "Say why tion't you get your picture
taken now in Germany? Ma wants to know if you are so big that you
can't get on a picture any more."^-i
For Anne Warns, Ghristmas Day 1918 was not a joyful occasion.
She managed to isolate herself in a quiet corner of the Warns home to
write a poignant seven-page letter detailing what each family member
had given and received as gifts. John's absence weighed heavily on her
mind, and she complained that the family had not heard from him
since shortly after the armistice. "Well dei,r 1 do hope you've had a
Merry Ghristmas," Anne began. "Sometimes I wonder how Christmas can be merry this year. How scattered our 'bunch' is. How scattered all over the whole world and yet, in a way nearer than ever. In a
way I should be the happiest creature alive and yet I ain't. My heart
64. Anne Warns to Oh Johnny, 13 Jan. 1919.
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This portrait of a pensive Anne conveys the mood of her 1918 Christmas
letter in which she lamented the fact
that the famÜy could not be together.

has been so dose to my mouth all day that I've been afraid to open my
mouth. Well maybe I'll have reason to be truly happy real soon. I hope
so." Anne went on to describe the family's Christmas decorations,
which included a "large Xmas wreath around our beloved service
fiag." Alluding to how the war had accelerated the assimilation of
German Americans, she noted, "The program [Christmas] was all in
American, and not as good as usual as they didn't have much time to
practice because of the 'fiu."''^5 The Warns family planned another
65. Compounding the tragedy of war was the Spanish influenza pandemic that swept the
globe in 1918-1919. killing approximately 675,000 Americans in ¡918 alone. Lake County,
where Wentworth was located, reported twenty-one influenza deaths at the end of 1918.
"1918 Spanish Flu in South Dakota," http://www.sdhistory.org/arc/spanishflu.htm, and
http://www.sdhistory.org/arc/1918deaths.htm, accessed 10 Jan. 2006.
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party to celebrate the New Year. "Better come over for it," wrote Anne.
"1 shouldn't enjoy it much, but must do something to get the 'discontent' and 'longing' out of my system." She concluded, "Well so much
of myself Wish 1 were in a happier state of mind but alas, how am I to
be. . . . There is no place like home quite a 5 lonesome as home when
they aren't all home
Well so long kid. do wish you'd write. Am just
dying by inches to hear from you. Yours wirh love and kisses, Tom."''^^
The Eighty-ninth Division continued it!i service as an occupying
force throughout the early months of 1919, and by May the division
was making its way across France on its return to the United States. In
one of his last letters from Europe, Privati? Warns put pen to paper
from Paris on Mother's Day and crafted this tribute to Dora:
Paris! May 11,1919
Dear Mother:—Today is Mothers day again:—only a year mother dear
since I wrote the last mothers day letter—But what a year! . . . Soonjust about 3 more weeks—we will celebrate a real mothers day but today I must tell you mother dear that it was memories of you that made
training easy and endurable, memories of you that gave me backbone
and courage when we went up to the front, memories of you that made
it possible to face hell itself and your prayers that made it possible for
me to come through this hell nearly without a scratch. And after the
armistice it was again you mother who has kept me on the straight and
narrow path as much as a human being can. I can't ever begin to thank
you and I'm not going to try. But when I ha^^e returned I will show my
appreciation to the best mother in the world. As things have changed
there so have I changed all of us who faced powder and smoke have but
I'm sure mother you have a son with whom you can be satisfied. He
has learned much and has grown 20 years older in thoughts and habit.
He sure has seen 20 years go by in 12 short months. We leave Paris
tonight at 7:00 for Brest where we return to our outfits. We left Saarburg two days after the troops left. It sure was quiet there. There were
about 5 or 6 officers and a dozen men left, where 2 days before there
were 3,000 men and officers. We had a wonderful and enjoyable time
before we left, was showered withfiowers.Had to drink a wine in every
66. Anne Waras to Dearest Brother, 25 Dec. 1918.
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house I entered and most families insisted on sending a bottle along. I
usually refused but I did have 8 bottles along the way.
As ever Mother Dear.
Your John
Pvt. John J. Warns M. G. Co 355'^» lnf A.F.F
John Warns returned to South Dakota in June 1919 and worked on
the family farm for two years. In 1921, he went to work for the Wentworth Sentinel and three years later started his own newspaper, the
WentwoHh Progress. He remained in the newspaper business until
1938. when he started working a succession of jobs that included an
insurance business, income-tax service, and managing a telephone
company. Between 1936 and 1941, Warns also worked with the Federal Writers' Project in South Dakota, a program of the Works Progress Administration. He attended reunions of the 355th Infantry in
1937 and 1938 and, according to his son Marvin Warns, did not say
much about World War I but did "share all the items he had collected
from the war with his children." Only rarely did he talk about his experiences in the trenches, "the fighting and the shooting and shells
flying both ways all the time, the terrible conditions of the trenches
when it rained, and . . . the large rats that... they would even butcher
and eat." Due to his exposure to poison gas in August 1918, Warns
was officially considered disabled. His health began to fail in the late
1930s, and lung problems contributed to his death in 1952 at the age
offifty-seven.He left behind his wife Ida and seven children.*^?
The correspondence of Warns family members both to and from
home provides insight into the extent to which World War I transformed the lives of one South Dakota family. The letters Private John
Warns wrote from the western front reveal a robust young man who
sought to shield his loved ones from the horrible conditions he and
his fellow soldiers suffered in the trenches. His formula for survival
included reliance on his Christian faith and the knowledge that his
family kept him in their thoughts. On the home front, John Warns's
relatives prayed, assumed new job responsibilities, coped with wartime propaganda, and dearly missed their absent family member. The
67. Interview with Marvin Warns, Aberdeen, S.Dak., io Sept. 2003.
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John Warns sets type at the Wentivorth Progress, the
newspaper he established after he returred from World
War I.

town of Wentworth overwhelmingly supported the war effort, but its
harsh treatment of the minority who displayed ambivalence represents a short but sad chapter in the community's history. While John
Warns viewed firsthand the evils of war overseas, those who remained
behind were left to deal with what historian Herbert Schell has called
"a spirit of intolerance which made a mockery of the very principles
the nation was seeking to preserve."^*
68. Schell. History of South Dakot^^, p. 273.
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